The North American Conference on British Studies

The Journal of British Studies, founded in 1961, is published by the University of Chicago Press under the auspices of the North American Conference on British Studies (NACBS). It was the result of the imaginative generosity of a Trinity College alumnus, Frederick E. Hasler (Hon. LL.D. 1957), who contributed funds to the college for the specific purpose of establishing a learned periodical in the field of British history.

The North American Conference on British Studies is a scholarly society affiliated with the American Historical Association and open to anyone in the United States and Canada interested in British civilization in its several aspects: historical, archaeological, literary, artistic, political, and sociological. Its North American constituency comprises about eight hundred members drawn from the fifty states and ten provinces. Affiliated with the parent organization are seven regional conferences (New England, Middle Atlantic, South, Midwest, Western, Pacific Coast, and Northwest) each having its own offices and programs and with a combined membership of more than two thousand. The Conference convenes at least once a year in the autumn, usually in joint session with one of its regional affiliates. It seeks to encourage the serious study of British history, literature, and politics, as well as allied subjects, and among the general reading public through meetings, book prizes, and association with likeminded organizations in North America and Britain and through its publication program.

The Conference sponsors a wide variety of publications. Another journal, Albion, issued four times a year at Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina, and sent to all members of the parent organization, includes articles, proceedings of all meetings, and book reviews. The Conference’s newsletter, the British Studies Intelligencer, also sent to members, is published at Georgetown University, and contains notices of meetings devoted to British studies, news of appointments, moves, and retirements, and notes on current publications and research in progress. Other publications appear periodically and will be noted at such times.

The Conference awards the following book prizes: the British Council Prize in the Humanities ($750), awarded through an annual grant by the British Embassy, Washington, D.C., in association with the British Council in the United Kingdom, and given to the best book published in the preceding year by a North American scholar on any aspect of British studies; the John Ben Snow Prize in History and the Social Sciences ($750), made possible by an annual grant from the Snow Foundation and given for a book in British history, politics, economics, or the history of ideas; and the Walter D. Love Memorial Prize ($150) for the best scholarly article in any field of British history. Nominations for any of these prizes may be made to the Executive Secretary of the NACBS, Professor Anthony Brundage, Department of History, California State Polytechnic University, Pomona, California 91768. Authors must be residents of Canada or the United States, but their work may appear either in North America or abroad.

Information about membership in the NACBS can be found on the copyright page of this journal.
The Decline and Fall of the British Aristocracy
David Cannadine

Written with style, verve, and wit by one of the leading social historians of our time, this masterly book is the first serious and sustained attempt to study the remarkable history of how the British aristocracy lost their wealth, power, and prestige during the last century. 80 illus. $35.00

Edmund Blunden
A Biography
Barry Webb

The first biography of Edmund Blunden (1896-1974), one of the most prodigious literary talents of Britain in the twentieth century. Writing with the full cooperation of Blunden’s family, and drawing from many thousands of Blunden’s letters, diaries, and other personal papers as well as from interviews with friends and colleagues, Barry Webb captures the man, his full career, and the literary environment in which he lived. 24 illus. $35.00

Yeats and the Poetry of Death
Elegy, Self-Elegy, and the Sublime
Jahan Ramazani

“Man has created death,” Yeats wrote, and in Jahan Ramazani’s view the effort to create and recreate death is the major impulse of his finest poems. In the first book to argue for the crucial importance of death in Yeats’s work, Ramazani reviews Yeats’s elegies, his self-elegies, and his poems in the sublime mode, balancing genre criticism with close revisionist readings of individual poems.

“A first-rate contribution to our general understanding of Yeats’s work.”—Eleanor Cook $21.50

Rasselas and Other Tales
The Yale Edition of the Works of Samuel Johnson, Volume XVI
edited by Gwin J. Kolb

This volume brings together three of Samuel Johnson’s longest fictional pieces—Rasselas, “The Vision of Theodore,” and “The Fountains”—showing the unusual similarities in some of their main themes and emphases. $35.00

Letter to Bugenhagen; Supplication of Souls; and Letter Against Frith
The Yale Edition of the Complete Works of St. Thomas More Volume 7
edited by Frank Manley, Germain Marc’hadour, Richard Marius, and Clarence Miller $65.00
The Quest for Productivity
A Case Study
of Fawley after Flanders

Bruce Ahlstrand

This important case study of the management and mismanagement of productivity change shows the evolution of management style in Britain since the war, and in particular, covers the inadequacies of Essos management.
36380-2 Hardcover $49.50

Indian Society and the Making of the British Empire

C.A. Bayly

"...a sophisticated and complex explanation for the failure of the indigenous States to resist British imperialism...a work of substantial scholarship providing not merely a synthesis of existing material but also original research."—Times Higher Education Supplement
25092-7 Hardcover $32.50/38650-0 Paper $13.95

An Economic History of the English Poor Law, 1750–1850

George R. Boyer

This book examines the economic role of the Poor Law in the rural south of England through the presentation of a model of the agricultural labor market providing explanations for the widespread adoption and persistence of outdoor relief policies and the sharp regional differences in the administration of relief.
36479-5 Hardcover $44.50

Revolution Principles
The Politics of Party 1689–1720

J.P. Kenyon

"Kenyon’s exposition will provide fuel for a score or more of political studies, and his conclusion should keep us busy for the rest of the century."
—American Historical Review
38656-X Paper $14.95

Coping With City Growth During the British Industrial Revolution

Jeffrey G. Williamson

Coping With City Growth assesses British performance with city growth during the First Industrial Revolution by combining the tools used by Third World analysts with the archival attention and eclectic style of the economic historian. What emerges is an exciting and provocative new account of a very old problem. The debate over Third World city growth is hardly new, and can be found in the British Parliamentary Papers as early as the 1830s, in treatises by political economists, and in the British Press.
36480-9 Hardcover $54.50

English Rural Society, 1500–1800

Essays in Honour of Joan Thirsk

John Chartres and David Hey, Editors

These essays, written largely by former students of Dr. Thirsk, cover diverse themes that reflect Thirsk’s own diversity of academic interest, ranging from studies on landlords and land management, through the position of women in early modern England to the origins of the Sheffield area cutlery trades.
34565-0 Hardcover $59.50

British Unemployment 1919–1939

A Study in Public Policy

W.R. Garside

W.R. Garside’s analysis of the official ameliorative policy toward unemployment and the contemporary reactions to such intervention, assesses the nature and scale of interwar unemployment assistance, making careful study of the impact of unemployment on related areas of economic concern.
36443-4 Hardcover $69.50
The Cambridge Historical Encyclopedia of Great Britain and Ireland
Christopher Haigh, Editor
"The book is beautifully illustrated... A reader obtains a much clearer picture of how people lived in each time period... The editors have worked hard to ensure that the histories of Scotland, Wales and Ireland are not subordinated to the history of England."—San Diego Tribune
39552-6 Paper $16.95

Visions of the People
Industrial England and the Question of Class, c. 1848-1914
Patrick Joyce
This examination of the way nineteenth-century laboring poor in England saw themselves and their society, argues against class and for "populism" as a way to understand their social self-awareness. The author draws upon a wide range of contemporary experience to reinforce the argument, from politics and work to culture and popular art.
37152-X Hardcover about $44.50

The British Isles: A History of Four Nations
Hugh F. Kearney
"...a perceptive, challenging and, at times, provocative book...Professor Kearney not only offers a balanced outline instead of the usual English history in disguise, but ambitiously surveys 2000 years of British history in 250 pages with six maps and 50 plates."—Steven Ellis, History Today
33420-9 Hardcover $29.95/39655-7 Paper $14.95

Now in paperback...
The Uses of Literacy in Early Medieval Europe
Rosamond McKitterick, Editor
This book investigates the importance of literacy in early medieval Europe, and examines the context of literacy, its uses, levels, and distribution, in a number of different early medieval societies, including Ireland, Anglo-Saxon England, Visigothic and Umayyad Spain, Papal Rome, and Byzantium, between c. 400 and c. 1000.
34409-3 Hardcover $54.40

Reconstructing the Criminal
Culture, Law and Policy in England, 1830-1914
Martin J. Wiener
Starting from the assumption that policies and statutes originate in a society's values and norms, the author skillfully and persuasively demonstrates how changes in criminal law and penal practice were related to the changing values of early, mid, and late Victorian and Edwardian society.
35045-X Hardcover $39.50

Before the Luddites
Custom, Community and Machinery in the English Woolen Industry, 1776-1809
Adrian Randall
Before the Luddites is a study of the early Industrial Revolution in the English Woolen cloth making industry in the West of England and Yorkshire, concentrating on the social background and response to change.
39042-7 Hardcover $54.50

At bookstores or write:
CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
40 West 20th Street, New York, NY 10011.
Call toll-free 800-872-7423 outside NY State. 800-227-0247, NY State only.
MasterCard/VISA accepted. Prices subject to change.
This major new journal covers all aspects of British history in the twentieth century, drawing together the different branches of historical scholarship and work in all related disciplines. One purpose of the journal is to foster the study of patterns of historical change and continuity. Equally the journal will publish articles which examine British experience within a comparative framework, whether that is European, American, or Australian.

In addition to original articles there are major review articles, shorter reviews, archive surveys, and reports on work in progress.

A selection of articles from volume one:

- Michael Freeden: Ideas and Politics in Britain
- Charles Webster: Conflict and Consensus: Explaining the British Health Service
- Sir Alec Cairncross: Reflections on Economic Ideas and Government

New subscribers to Twentieth Century British History may like to take advantage of a special offer of volumes 1 and 2 at a reduced rate:

**Individuals:**
- UK & Europe: £36.00
- N.America & elsewhere: US$70.00

Please note that this offer is open to individual subscribers only. Mark your application 'special offer'.

Subscription rates Volume 2, 1991, 3 Issues

**Institutions:**
- UK & Europe: £33.00
- N.America & elsewhere: US$66.00

**Individuals:**
- UK & Europe: £20.00
- N.America & elsewhere: US$40.00

To subscribe, obtain further details, or a free sample copy, apply to Journals Marketing Department (BS), Oxford University Press, Inc., 2001 Evans Road, Cary, North Carolina 27513, USA.
BRUTEX FORCE
Allied Strategy
and Tactics in the
Second World War
John Ellis
Military historian John Ellis presents a radical reappraisal of World War II, arguing that the Allies triumphed not because of superior leadership, strategy, or tactics—but solely on account of their endless industrial capacity.
Maps. 656 pp.
Viking hardcover 0-670-80773-7 $29.95

THE MIDDLE PARTS OF FORTUNE
Frederic Manning
Introduction by Paul Fussell. “The finest and noblest book of war that I have ever read.” —Ernest Hemingway. Hailed as the ultimate novel of trench warfare by Eliot, Pound, and T.E. Lawrence, the story of Private Bourne is now considered one of the literary masterpieces of the first World War. 256 pp.
Penguin Classic 0-14-018461-9 $8.95

THE BERLIN RAIDS
R.A.F. Bomber
Command Winter
1943-44
Martin Middlebrook
Utilizing eyewitness accounts and previously unreleased documents, Middlebrook meticulously examines the Royal Air Force’s controversial bombing offensive on the German capital. Illustrations, maps, diagrams. 432 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-008146-1 $9.95

LUSITANIA
Colin Simpson
“A brilliant investigation” (The Washington Post) into the sinking of the Lusitania, which sheds new light on the ship’s mysterious cargo and use as a military and political pawn. 336 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-008164-7 $5.95

THE BRITISH EMPIRICISTS
Stephen Priest
Priest, a Philosophy Lecturer at Leeds University in London, examines the lives, careers, and ideas of the British empiricists, surveying such thinkers as Locke, Hume, Mill and A.J. Ayer and how they represent the central tradition in British philosophy. 320 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-012500-0 $8.95

HAROLD MACMILLAN,
VOLUME I
1894-1956
Alistair Horne
Penguin paperback 0-14-014530-3 $14.95

HAROLD MACMILLAN,
VOLUME II: 1957-1986
Alistair Horne
This revealing account of Macmillan’s Prime Ministership (1957-63) and personal life is “a mosaic of vivid recollections, pungent comments on events and personages, and splendid observations.” —Richard Eder, Los Angeles Times. Illustrated 786 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-014532-X $14.95

THE BOMBER COMMAND WAR DIARIES
An Operational Reference Book 1939-1945
Martin Middlebrook and Chris Evertt
Drawing on materials from archives in Germany, Italy and occupied countries, as well as unpublished records, this work is a complete record of the Bomber Command’s five and a half year battle in the skies of Europe. Illustrated. 816 pp.
Penguin paperback 0-14-012936-7 $14.95

New Studies from PENGUIN USA
Academic/Library Marketing, 375 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y. 10014-3657
Announcing a New Publication from The University of Chicago Press

Journal of the History of Sexuality

Follow this emerging field as it unfolds on the pages of JHS—beginning with the inaugural volume!

The Journal of the History of Sexuality seeks to publish the best research of this newly emerging field. The Journal illuminates the history of sexuality in all its expressions, recognizing differences of class, culture, gender, race, and sexual preference. Its scope transcends temporal and geographic boundaries, from ancient to contemporary history, from Europe and the Americas to Africa and Asia. International scholars in the fields of history, anthropology, sociology, psychology, philosophy, classics, literature, film, art history, legal studies, and gender-related studies will be represented in the material published.
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Order now and take advantage of the special rates listed below!

CHARTER SUBSCRIPTION RATES—15% OFF REGULAR RATES
Individuals $24.00; Institutions $49.00; Students $17.00. Outside USA, add $3.00 for postage. MasterCard and Visa (or foreign equivalent) payments accepted. To order, send check, purchase order, or complete credit card information (including expiration date, account number, and signature) to The University of Chicago Press, Journals Division, Dept. SF1SA, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637, USA.
Tractates and Sermons
Richard Hooker
The Folger Library
Edition of the Works of Richard Hooker,
Volume 5
W. Speed Hill, General Editor

Although Richard Hooker, sixteenth-century England’s most provocative theologian, is known principally as the author of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, in his lifetime, the Tractates and Sermons brought him greater notoriety. His views on justification, the perseverance of faith and the relationship of the Church of Rome to the reformed Church of England were extensively circulated. With this full-scale edition, the contemporary impact of these debates and the unique perspective they provide on late Elizabethan theology can be appreciated for the first time.

"Volumes worthy to stand next to the other great monuments of modern editing of English Renaissance literature." —Queen’s Quarterly

$100.00 cloth

The Rise of Respectable Society
A Social History of Victorian Britain, 1830-1900
F.M.L. Thompson

"This is a major study of Victorian society by one of our leading historians, the product of immensely wide reading and mature consideration. It offers a synthesis of the mass of new research material... Each chapter is an excellent, authoritative and elegant résumé, and will be invaluable to the student and of much interest to what used to be called the intelligent lay reader."
—John Burnett,
Times Literary Supplement

$11.95 paper

The Sinews of Power
War, Money and the English State, 1688-1783
John Brewer

This brilliant analysis of eighteenth-century Britain shows how the nation emerged as a major international power and shows how the drastic increase in its military involvement in Europe and the expansion of her commercial and imperial interests would not have happened without a concurrent radical increase in taxation, a surge in deficit financing, and the growth of public administration.

$11.95 paper
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Tragedies of Tyrants
Political Thought and Theater in the English Renaissance
By REBECCA W. BUSHNELL. Bushnell here explores the image of the tyrant in English Renaissance drama in light of the traditional opposition between the "proper" king and the unstable, effeminate, and histrionic tyrant found so often in Western political treatises. $29.95

Rule of Darkness
British Literature and Imperialism, 1830–1914
By PATRICK BRANTLINGER. New in Paper! "This learned and incisive study shows how deeply imperialist assumptions pervade Victorian narratives."—Virginia Quarterly Review. $29.95 cloth, $10.95 paper

A Happier Eden
The Politics of Marriage in the Stuart Epithalamium
By HEATHER DUBROW. Dubrow maps the largely unexplored terrain of the Stuart wedding poem, focusing in particular on the complex attitudes toward marriage it reflects. $32.50

Women and Romance
The Consolations of Gender in the English Novel
By LAURIE LANGBAUER. Langbauer maintains that the categories of women and romance are so defined in the novel as to permit the male order to seem independent of, or in control of, power relations, with romance the consolation of the powerless female. Reading Women Writing. $35.00 cloth, $10.95 paper

Stages of History
Shakespeare's English Chronicles
By PHYLLIS RACKIN. "[Rackin's] work on the political consequences of how women and the lower classes are represented within the Renaissance history play is brilliant."—Jean E. Howard, Columbia University. $32.50 cloth, $10.95 paper

Dreams of Authority
Freud and the Fictions of the Unconscious
By RONALD R. THOMAS. In Dreams of Authority, Thomas investigates the rich connection between dreams and the novel in nineteenth-century British culture. $34.95